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10  Simple Steps to Stronger Friendships 
 

“The only way to have a friend is to be one.” –Ralph Waldo Emerson 
 
 

1. There is no ‘me’ in friendship. While you are one half of each friendship you 
have, don’t make your friendships about filling your needs. Be more focused on 
what you can do for your friend. Give more than you take, and be willing to be in-
convenienced. Just as life can get messy, so can friendships—and that’s okay!   

 
2. Communicate & be intentional about getting together, making plans, and follow-

ing up. But, if you don’t get a response after many attempts—that’s okay! Let it 
go and move on.  

 
3. Share a meal—include others in your family plans even if they are at a different 

life stage than yours. You’ll likely learn something new!  
 

4. Work on a project together—maybe you have some home repairs that need the 
expertise of a handy friend. Or, better yet, offer to help a friend with a project on 
their plate—even if you don’t necessarily like the project.  

 
5. Ask people to include you when they make plans. Let people know you want to 

be apart of their lives, traditions, holidays, etc. (this is risky!)  
 

6. Take a road trip! Discovering a new place or revisiting a favorite spot is always 
better with someone else. 

 
7. Share a story, praise, joy, prayer concern. Be real and vulnerable about what’s 

going on in your life. Friendship is more than surface conversation.  
 

8. Work out together! Or take a walk, a hike, or an outdoor adventure.  
 

9. Don’t try and replicate dynamics of a past friendship into a new one. Let it grow 
how it will. God created everyone differently. Don’t try and force a friendship to 
be something it's not or fill a void in your life.  

 
10. When someone comes to your mind, reach out! Use technology to better your 

friendships—send a text, an email, connect over FaceTime, or drop a  
handwritten card in the mail. Small gestures of thoughtfulness speak volumes in 
relationships.  

 
 


